Motor dysfunction is a major consequence after stroke and it is generally believed that the loss of motor ability is caused by the impairments in neural network that controls movement. To explore the abnormal mechanisms how the brain controls shoulder abduction and elbow flexion in "flexion synergy" following stroke, we used the functional corticomuscular coupling (FCMC) between the brain and the muscles as a tool to identify the temporal evolution of corticomuscular interaction between the synkinetic and separate phases. 59-channel electroencephalogram (EEG) over brain scalp and 2-channel electromyogram (EMG) from biceps brachii (BB)/deltoid (DT) were recorded in sixteen stroke patients with motor dysfunction and eight healthy controls during a task of uplifting the arm (stage 1) and maintaining up to the chest (stage 2). As a result, compared to healthy controls, stroke patients had abnormally reduced coherence in EEG-BB combination and increased coherence in EEG-DT combination. Compared to synkinetic stroke patients, separate ones exhibited higher coupling at gamma-band during stage 1 and higher at beta-band during stage 2 in EEG-BB combination, but lower at beta-band during stage 2 in EEG-DT combination. Therefore, we infer that the disorders of efferent control and afferent proprioception in sensorimotor system for stroke patients effect on the oscillation at beta and gamma bands. Patients need integrate more information for shoulder abduction to compensate for the functional loss of elbow flexion in the recovery process, so that partial cortical cortex controlling on the elbow flexion may work on the shoulder abduction during "flexion synergy". Such researches could provide new perspective on the temporal evolution of corticomuscular interaction after stroke and add to our understanding of possible pathomechanisms how the brain abnormally controls shoulder abduction and elbow flexion in "flexion synergy".
Introduction
Motor dysfunction is a major consequence after stroke (Rathore et al., 2002) and it is generally believed that the loss of motor ability is caused by impairments in neural network that controls movement (Chen et al., 2017) . As a typical result, most patients lose their ability to control the independent joint movement (Yao et al., 2009) . A major behavior is 'flexion synergy', which means the abnormal coupling between shoulder abduction and elbow flexion in the paretic upper limb (Brunnstrom, 1970; Müller, 1970; Twitchell, 1951) . This is also a typically clinical symptom to distinguish the synkinetic and separate phases following stroke. Though several researches point out that stroke patients have increased overlap of shoulder and elbow joint representations at the cortical cortex (Dpt et al., 2005; Miller and Dewald, 2012; Yao et al., 2009) , the underlying mechanisms how the cortical overlap synchronous oscillates with the muscles in the flexion synergy remain unknown.
Functional corticomuscular coupling (FCMC) between the motor cortex and the effector muscles, as a neurophysiological measure to synchronization, is considered essential for effective movement control (Grosse et al., 2003) . FCMC appears predominantly in the alpha-band (8-14 Hz) during sustained contractions (Raethjen et al., 2002) , slow finger movements (Groß et al., 2002; Williams and Baker, 2009 ) and fast transitions between two force targets (Mehrkanoon et al., 2014) , in the beta-band(16-32 Hz) during controlling and maintaining steadystate force output (Baker et al., 1997; Conway et al., 1995; Groß et al., 2000; Halliday et al., 1998; Mehrkanoon et al., 2014; Salenius et al., 1997) and significantly in lower gamma-band range (30-45 Hz) during stronger muscle force production (Brown et al., 1998; Mima and Hallett, 1999) and dynamic force (Mehrkanoon et al., 2014; Omlor et al., 2007) . These studies demonstrate that the FCMC in different frequency bands reflects different functional modalities of the sensory and motor systems in healthy people. Similar studies have been carried out on stroke patients since Mima et al. (2001) first reported that the FCMC for the stroke-affected hand and forearm muscles was reduced compared with that of the unaffected side during weak tonic contraction tasks. Fang et al. (2009 ), Meng et al. (2009 , and von Carlowitz-Ghori et al. (2014) also reported that stroke patients had significantly lower FCMC on the stroke-affected side. The decrease in FCMC indicates that the impairments in the lesioned hemisphere may lead to discontinuity of information transmission in the sensory-motor system. However, Braun et al. (2007) observed that maximal FCMC in some patients with excellent recovery was higher than that in healthy controls, and Graziadio et al. (2012) reported that there were no FCMC differences between stroke patients and healthy controls. Rossiter et al. (2013) revealed that the peak of corticomuscular coherence in both beta and gamma bands were more widespread in stroke patients, including both the contralateral sensorimotor cortex and the contralesional hemisphere during a simple isometric grip. Although the above studies do not provide uniform conclusions on functional coupling and temporal coordination, they indicate that the FCMC between the motor cortex and the muscles can be considered an assessment mechanism for motor recovery.
In the literatures, the above features of the FCMC have been identified during a simple task in healthy individuals, i.e. hand grip or finger press with steady-state force (Baker et al., 1997; Conway et al., 1995; Groß et al., 2000; Halliday et al., 1998; Mehrkanoon et al., 2014; Salenius et al., 1997) or dynamic force (Mehrkanoon et al., 2014; Omlor et al., 2007) . However, it is hard for stroke patients with flexion synergy to completely perform the fine and complicated movements with their affected hands. What is more, above these tasks having no connection with shoulder abduction or elbow flexion are meaningless in the research of the flexion synergy. Within a mass of clinical assessment systems, many movements referring to shoulder abduction and elbow flexion, such as 'uplift the affected hand to reach the ipslateral ear', 'turn the hand behind to reach the midline of the spine' and so on, are used to check the functional rehabilitation state for upper limb. In Shang Tianmin (STM) test system, the movement of 'uplift the affected hand to reach the ipslateral ear' are often used to distinguish the synkinetic and separate phases for stroke, because the accomplishment of this movement mainly depends on large scale of elbow flexion and little scale of shoulder abduction. However, the scale of elbow flexion and shoulder abduction is often changed for stroke patients, especially for stroke patients with synkinesis (Dpt et al., 2005; Miller and Dewald, 2012; Yao et al., 2009) . In this study, we try to explore these changes from the view of synchronous oscillation between the brain and the muscles. Before embarking on this research, we hypothesize that the oscillatory activity between the motor cortex and the effector muscles may be decreased for stroke patients but gradually increased in the recovery process.
Above all, we used the FCMC as a tool to identify the temporal evolution of corticomuscular interaction between the synkinetic and separate phases. We explore the abnormal mechanisms how the brain controls shoulder abduction and elbow flexion in "flexion synergy" after stroke. To investigate this, we used the coherence method to analyze the electroencephalogram (EEG) and electromyogram (EMG) data synchronously recorded during the task of uplifting their arms and maintaining up to the chest. Such researches could provide new perspective on the temporal evolution of corticomuscular interaction after stroke and add to our understanding of possible pathomechanisms how the brain to abnormally control shoulder abduction and elbow flexion in "flexion synergy".
Materials and methods

Subjects
Sixteen stroke patients who had persistent dys-coordination of the right upper limb (Table 1 ; mean age, 50.50 ± 15.41 years; range, 28-72 years; 9 male) and eight healthy controls (mean age, 60.5 ± 6.26 years; range, 52-70 years; 4 male) without any history of neurological disease were enrolled in this study. All patients were firsttime stroke victims and their lesion sites are marked in Table 1 . According to the STM test for assessing the upper limb, all patients were divided into synkinetic and separate phases. All subjects were tested according to the Oldfield questionnaire (Oldfield, 1971) . The experiment was in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki and gained consent and approval of the ethical review board of Yanshan University. All participants have given informed consent. They had no experience with similar experiments.
Data recording and experimental paradigm
Experiment paradigm
During the experimental session, the subjects sat in an electrically shielded and dimly lit room. All subjects need to perform the task of uplifting the arm to measure the "flexion synergy" as shown in the Fig. 1 . Visual feedback was provided for the subjects via a monitor with video and tune. Before experiment, all subjects were instructed to place their affected hands to the contralateral waist as the Fig. 1(A) was shown. At the 2th sec after recording the data, the subjects need to slowly lift their hands up to the chest within 3 s according to the tip with speed at 15°/s (stage 1). Subsequently, the motion up to the chest need maintain for 3 s (stage 2). The task included 20 sessions with 60s breaks between each session to avoid fatigue. Fig. 1 (B) showed one subject performed the task.
Motion, EEG and EMG data recording
EEG and EMG data were recorded synchronously by 64 channels NeuroScan system (Synamp2, Compumedics Inc., Charlotte, NC, USA), and the motion data was also synchronously by the Perception legacy system (TM-SI-8-STD, NoitomTechnology Ltd., Beijing, China). EEG signals were recorded from 59 scalp positions using the international 10-20 system referenced to ears mastoid ( Fig. 1(C) ). EMG signals were recorded from the deltoid (DT) and biceps brachii (BB) ( Fig. 1(D) ). Before the electrode application, the hair needed to clean, and the skin surface was cleaned with alcohol. The EEG and EMG were amplified (1000), band-pass filtered (0.5-150 Hz) and digitized (1000 Hz).
Data processing and analysis
Data preprocessing
Data analysis was conducted offline in Matlab environment. First, the motion data with large amplitude artifacts were excluded. The corresponding EMG and EEG signals of those sections were discarded, too. To avoid the influence of the number of segments on coherence, the bootstrapping was performed to select the same number of segments for subsequent analysis. After visual inspection, we designed a combined filter to remove these artifacts in raw EEG recordings, such as EMG, Electrooculogram (EOG), electrocardiograph (ECG) and power signal of 50 Hz. First, mean and standard deviation rejected outlier points. Then, an adaptive notch filter (Stoica and Nehorai, 1988 ) was used to remove the 50 Hz power signal, and a high-pass filter was used to remove baseline drift. After that, Informax-based independent component analysis (ICA) was used to remove the ECG and EOG signals. Finally, canonical correlation analysis (CCA) was implemented to remove the EMG signal from the EEG signal (De Clercq et al., 2006) . Compared to EEG signals, the interferences in EMG signals were easily removed. The main interference sources in EMG were also the 50 Hz power signal, electromagnetic radiation and the internal electronic noise interference of instruments. According to these problems, an adaptive notch filter was used to remove the 50 Hz power signal, and a 0.5-150 Hz bandpass filter was used to remove the direct current high frequency interference. To enhance the motor neuron firing rate (Myers et al., 2003; Yao et al., 2007) , EMG signals were rectified before subsequent analysis, although previous research (McClelland et al., 2012) suggests rectification having influence on EMG signals. However, our result showed that coherence between EEG and rectified EMG is more obvious than that between EEG and non-rectified EMG.
Coherence and time-frequency coherence
To measure the correlation between EEG and EMG signals, coherence (Mima and Hallett, 1999) was calculated with a fast Fourier transform algorithm. Let X and Y denote the EEG and EMG signals, respectively. Coherence value, Coh X, Y (f), was calculated on the basis of the following formulate according to the following equation
are the power spectra for X and Y at the same frequency, respectively.
is the cross-spectrum for the EEG signal in b In the STM test, the recovery for upper limb was evaluated by a score ranging from 1 to 12. The better recovery, the higher score. If the score is less than or equal to 4, it means that the patient is at the synkinetic phase; if the score is > 4, it means that the patient steps into the separate phase. channel X and the EMG signal in channel Y at a given frequency f. Coherence values, Coh X, Y (f), is between 0 and 1. To further capture the changes in FCMC during the execution of the whole task, time-frequency coherence (Grinsted et al., 2004) was used. The time-frequency representation X(t, f) and Y(t, f) were computed as:
where t is time relative to the onset of a trial; x(t) and y(t) are the original EEG and EMG signals, respectively; w(t, f) is given by
where P XX (t, f) and P YY (t, f) are the power of X and Y as a function in time-frequency domain.
Calculation of significant level
Coherence was considered significant (P < 0.05) if it exceeded C 0.05 given by
This formula was given by Rosenberg et al. (1989) for Fourier transform based coherence calculations.
Statistical analysis
To quantitatively analyze the significant coherence between the EEG and EMG signals in a specific band (f l~fh ) and avoid the differences from the bandwidth, the normalized significant area, defined as A coh(f l~f h ), was calculated as
where Δf denotes frequency resolution; We defined A coh as the normalized significant area over whole frequency bands (< 60 Hz). After that, repeated measures analysis of variance (rANOVA) was performed to investigate the differences between stroke patients and healthy controls in both stage 1 and stage 2.
Similarly, to further exam whether the A coh(f l~f h ) values were contributed by potential EEG or EMG spectral power differences in specific band (f l~fh ), we first calculated the normalized area under the SP curve,
means the spectral power for a given channel X i (f) represents the Fourier transform of the X for a given segment number (i = 1, 2, ⋯, n) and '*' indicates the complex conjugate). After that, person correlation was applied to analyze the relationship between the A coh(f l~f h ) and A pow(f l~f h ) values. Additionally, in our study, the mean values of the angular acceleration during stage 1 and the angle during stage 2 were calculated for each subject. For each subject, the error AA_MSE j was calculated between the actual angular acceleration (AA j i ) at each time point and the mean value ( − AA j ) across all time points throughout the range from 2 to 5 s for stage 1. The error AA_MSE j between AA j i and − AA j in the jth epoch was calculated as
where i is the sampled point in one epoch, j is the jth epoch, and N is the number of time point throughout the range from 5 to 8 s. For each subject, the mean error AA_MSE mean over all epochs were calculated as following
where M represents the number of epoch for each subject.
The error A_MSE j was calculated between the actual angle (A j i ) at each time point and the mean value ( − A j ) across all time points throughout the time range from 5 to 8 s for stage 2. For each subject, the mean error A_MSE mean over all epochs can be also obtained following the similar formula (Eq. (8)). To investigate possible influence of the motor performance on the CMC in two stages, we divided the AA_M-SE mean values into two groups. The first group, hereafter named "good", contained the lower AA_MSE mean values, and the second named "bad" with higher ones. The former group possessed lowest errors while the latter one was at the opposite extreme. We calculated the A coh value for all patients, and then analyzed the A coh distribution among the two groups. These were suitable to stage 2. In this study, an alpha of P < 0.05 was considered significant. SPSS 19.0 for windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used for all statistical computations.
The whole procedure for angle, angular acceleration, EEG and EMG signals was shown in Fig. 2 .
Results
Motor performance
The performed task in STM test has a reference range for the elbow and shoulder joint movement. In general, the flexion for elbow joint as the main action is within large range (50°to 100°), while the abduction for shoulder joint as the complementary action is within small range (−10°to 10°). Considering that the flexion synkinesis for upper limb mainly refers to the coupling between elbow flexion and shoulder abduction, the shoulder flexion was excluded in this study. To describe the change of angle signals (elbow and shoulder joint) during stage 1 and stage 2, the trajectory of angle signals of elbow flexion and shoulder abduction were showed in Fig. 3 (A), (B) and (C).
As Fig. 3 (A), (B) and (C) were shown, there were 55.38°-101.67°fl exion for elbow and −9.62°-9.34°abduction for shoulder in controls, which was almost matched the standard conditions. However, there were 60.87°-88.21°flexion for elbow and −5.29°-46.26°abduction for shoulder in synkinesis, and 56.69°-95.83°flexion for elbow and −8.44°-26.37°abduction for shoulder in separation. It was obvious that stroke patients expended the abduction range for shoulder joint. During the stage 1 from 2 s to 5 s, the angle signals showed approximately linearly increased. As we calculated, the angular accelerations were 7.51 ± 1.73, 10.88 ± 1.58, 14.33 ± 1.72 for elbow joint and 14.25 ± 1.59, 8.89 ± 0.75, 5.11 ± 0.80 for shoulder joint in synkinesis, separation and control, respectively. During the stage 2 from 5 s to 8 s, the angle signal held a relative stability. The angles were 81.38 ± 4.88, 89.58 ± 5.00, 98.37 ± 2.29 flexion for elbow joint and 41.63°± 3.18°, 22.15°± 4.06°, 8.34°± 0.87°abduction for shoulder joint in synkinesis, separation and control, respectively. Fig. 3(D) , (E), (F) and (G) showed box-plots of the angular acceleration and angle signals in elbow and shoulder joints for synkinetic patients, separate patients and healthy controls, respectively. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the angular acceleration or angle differences among synkinesis, separation and control. After that, we performed pairwise comparison with Bonferroni correction. Significant differences existed between each pair for synkinetic patients, separate patients and healthy controls. Compared to healthy controls, stroke patients, especially for synkinesis, exhibited poor ability for maintaining the movement trajectory. Larger scale of shoulder abduction was in synkinetic patients compared to separate patients and healthy controls. All these indicated that the task performed for stroke patients need shoulder abduction to compensate for the insufficient of flexion with elbow joint.
EEG/EMG power spectral
Considering large differences of the joint angle among the synkinetic patients, separate patients and healthy controls, we further explored the differences of the EMG signal in BB and DT muscles. Fig. 4 showed that the trajectory of EMG signals of BB and DT muscles in time domain (the first and second line), and the power spectral in time-frequency domain (the third and fourth line) for synkinesis, separation and control, respectively. As shown in this figure, both amplitude and power spectral for BB and DT muscles were different among the synkinetic patients, separate patients and healthy controls. For healthy controls in standard posture, the BB muscle as agonistic muscle was contracted largely and the EMG signal of BB was stronger, but the DT muscle as agonistic muscle was contracted smaller and the EMG signal of DT muscle was weaker. However, in fact, for affected side with synkinesis or separation, the EMG signal of BB muscle was lower, but the EMG signal of DT muscle was larger than that in controls. And further analysis showed that the EMG signal of BB muscle was also lower and the EMG signal of DT muscle was larger for patients with synkinesis than that for those with separation. All these indicated plenty of motor neurons in DT muscle were activated to trigger large scale of shoulder abduction, which was consistent with the change of the angle signals in stroke patients. Fig. 5 showed the topographic distribution of the A coh values in both EEG-BB and EEG-DT combinations for the synkinesis, separation and control, respectively. Though stroke patients had lower coupling in EEG-BB combination and higher coupling in EEG-DT combination, the strongest interaction was localized in the left motor cortex (CP3, CP5, FC3, FC5, C3) contralateral to the right hand. In the subsequent analysis the coherence was analyzed based on the mean values of EEG signals over CP3, CP5, FC3, FC5, C3 and C5 channels.
Corticomuscular coherence
In order to further describe the change of the FCMC during stage 1 and 2, Fig. 6 showed average EEG-EMG coherence across all subjects, which indicated a significant difference between the stroke patients and control subjects at beta and gamma bands in EEG-BB and EEG-DT combinations. Fig. 6(A) and (B) showed its coherence with the scalp areas for the synkinetic patients, (C) and (D) for separate patients, and (E) and (F) for healthy controls. Overall, the FCMC in EEG-BB combination was larger than that in EEG-DT combination. Additionally, the FCMC mainly focused on high frequency-band under stage 1, while low frequency-band under stage 2. To further analyze the specific band on which the FCMC focused, we selected the time range where the FCMC distributed steadily to calculate coherence. Fig. 6(G) , (H), (I) and (J) showed the coherence spectra for healthy controls and stroke patients calculated throughout the time range from 2.5 to 4.5 s and from 5.5 to 7.5 s for stage 1 and stage 2, respectively. For healthy controls, subjects exhibited significant coherence corresponding primarily to the gamma and beta bands in EEG-BB combination for stage 1 and stage 2, respectively, and almost absent 6 . Group-average corticomuscular coherence between EEG and EMG of BB and DT muscles, for each muscle, A and B shows its coherence with the scalp areas for the synkinetic patients, C and D for separate patients and E and F for controls. For A, B, C, D, E and F, the y-axis is frequency, the x-axis is time, and the color bar indicates the level of coherence (red, higher level; blue, lower level). G, H, I and J show the mean coherence values based on EEG and EMG signals from 2.5 to 4.5 s and from 5.5 to 7.5 s, corresponding roughly from the beginning to the end of reaching movement. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) coherence in EEG-DT combination. In contrast, for stroke patients, though reduced coherence was at gamma-band in EEG-BB for separate phase and absent coherence for synkinetic phase during stage 1 (Fig. 6(G) ), high coherence in EEG-DT combination for separate phase (Fig. 6(I) ). Similarly, though reduced coherence was at gamma-band in EEG-BB for synkinetic and separate phase during stage 2 ( Fig. 6(H) ), high coherence in EEG-DT combination for synkinetic and separate phases ( Fig. 6(J) ).
To investigate the differences between stroke patients and healthy controls in both stage 1 and stage 2, four-way rANOVA was performed with subject (3 levels: synkinesis, separation and control), stage (2 levels: stage 1 and stage 2), muscle (2 levels: EEG-BB and EEG-DT) and frequency band (2 levels: beta and gamma) as within-subject factors, and the A coh value as the dependent variable. Four-way rANOVA showed a main effect for subjects (F(2,21) = 13.255, p = 0.000), and pairwise comparison showed that stroke patients with synkinesis had lower corticomuscular interaction compared to patients with separation (p = 0.000, Bonferroni correction) and healthy controls (p = 0.002, Bonferroni correction). Additionally, there yielded significant main effects for muscle (F(1,21) = 48.508, p = 0.000) and frequency band (F (1,21) = 8.926, p = 0.007). Fig. 7 described the differences among synkinetic patients, separate patients and healthy controls in different conditions. Under stage 1, there was a significant difference among synkinetic patients, separate patients and healthy controls (F (2,21) = 39.472, p = 0.000). Pairwise comparison with multiple correction showed that stroke patients with synkinesis had lower corticomuscular interaction compared to patients with separation (p = 0.000, Bonferroni correction) and healthy controls (p = 0.000, Bonferroni correction). In EEG-BB combination, there were significant differences at beta (F(2,21) = 13.15, p = 0.000) and gamma (F(2,21) = 25.83, p = 0.000) bands among synkinetic patients, separate patients and healthy controls. Pairwise comparison with multiple correction showed that stroke patients had lower corticomuscular interaction at beta-band compared to healthy controls (synkinetic: p = 0.001, Bonferroni correction; separate: p = 0.001, Bonferroni correction), while in EEG-DT combination, separate stroke patients had lower corticomuscular interaction at gamma-band compared to synkinetic ones (p = 0.000, Bonferroni correction) and healthy controls (p = 0.000, Bonferroni correction). Under stage 2, although there was no significant difference among synkinetic patients, separate patients and healthy controls (F (2,21) = 1.197, p = 0.322), in EEG-BB combination, synkinetic patients had lower corticomuscular interaction at beta-band compared to separate patients (p = 0.017, Bonferroni correction) and healthy controls (p = 0.000, Bonferroni correction), and separate patients had lower corticomuscular interaction than healthy controls (p = 0.004, Bonferroni correction). In EEG-DT combination, synkinetic patients had higher corticomuscular interaction at beta-band compared to separate patients (p = 0.000, Bonferroni correction) and healthy controls (p = 0.000, Bonferroni correction).
Relation between FCMC and the relevant factors
In order to investigate the influence between the coherence and the motor performance, EMG or EEG power spectral and clinical assessment scale, the statistical analysis were carried out. Fig. 7 . Comparison of the A coh values among synkinesis, separation and control in different conditions. X. Chen et al. NeuroImage: Clinical 19 (2018) 147-159 
Relation between FCMC and motor performance
In order to explore the correlation between the FCMC and the motor performance, we firstly divided AA_MSE mean and A_MSE mean values across all stroke patients into two groups, respectively, according to the detailed description in the Section 2.4. We then calculated the significant area A coh values according to the formula (8). Additionally, considering that the elbow and shoulder joints movement in the designed task mainly played a role in the calculation of EEG-BB and EEG-DT combinations, respectively, we analyzed the relationship between the A coh values in the EEG-BB combination and the angles values of elbow joint, and the relationship between the A coh values in the EEG-DT combination and the angles values of shoulder joint. After that, we plotted the A coh values on the basis of the error distribution from small to big errors. Fig. 8 showed the results between the A coh values and the motor performance under the elbow and shoulder joints movement in both stage 1 and stage 2, respectively. In this figure, the circle represented the stroke patients, and the green denoted the synkinesis and red for separation. The label inside the circle denoted the attribute of the participants, where 'se' was the stroke patients with separation, and 'sy' was the patients with synkinesis. As Fig. 8 was shown, there was a significant difference between the 'bad' and 'good' groups. Except for Fig. 8(D) , Fig. 8(A), (B) and (C) showed that most stroke patients with separation movement performed 'good' motor performance, and most stroke patients with synkinesis performed 'bad' motor performance. These results were consistent with the results in the Sections 3.1 and 3.3. On the contrary, Fig. 8(D) showed that most stroke patients with separation performed 'bad' motor performance, and most stroke patients with synkinesis performed 'good' ones. In brief, the FCMC was related to the motor performance.
Relation between FCMC and EMG/EEG power spectral
To examine the possible association between the FCMC and the spectral power of EMG or EEG signals, we calculated the spectral power A pow(f l~f h ) and the significant area A coh at each frequency band. Considering that significant coherence was mainly at both beta and gamma bands, we only took the beta and gamma bands into account. In this study, the possible associations were analyzed between the A coh values (stage 1 and stage 2) and the A pow(f l~f h ) values for EMG under different cases (BB: beta and gamma bands; DT: beta and gamma bands), and between the A coh values (stage 1 and stage 2) and the A pow(f l~f h ) values for EEG (the mean values of EEG signals over CP3, CP5, FC3, FC5, C3 and C5 channels) under different cases (beta and gamma bands). Tables 2 and 3 showed the analyzed results for EMG and EEG, respectively. However, no correlation was examined for both EEG and EMG power spectral.
Relation between FCMC and clinical assessment scale
To analyze the relationship between the FCMC and the clinical assessment scale for stroke patients, we performed person correlation analysis between the significant area A coh values and the STM test (see Fig. 1 ). Fig. 9 showed the results under stage 1 and stage 2 in both EEG- Fig. 8 . Result between the A coh values and the motor performance under elbow and shoulder joints movement in both stage 1 and stage 2, respectively. The circles represented stroke patients, and the green denoted synkinetic patients and red for separate patients. The label inside the circle denoted the attribute of the participants, where 'se' was the patients with the separation phase and 'sy' was the patients with synkinetic phase. BB and EEG-DT combinations, respectively. As Fig. 9 was shown, there were strong positive correlations between the A coh values and the STM test for all cases (r > 0.7, p < 0.01).
Discussion
This study mainly focused on FCMC between the motor cortex and the muscle in stroke patients and explored the differences between the synkinetic and separate stroke patients. Compared to healthy controls, stroke patients had abnormally reduced coherence in EEG-BB combination and increased coherence in EEG-DT combination. All these results illustrated stroke patients had abnormal functional corticomuscular coupling in sensorimotor system. For stroke patients, plenty of motor neurons in DT muscle were activated to trigger large scale abduction with shoulder joint, which was inconsistent with the controls. Compared to synkinetic stroke patients, separate stroke patients exhibited significant higher coherence at gamma-band during stage 1 in both EEG-BB and EEG-DT combinations, and higher coherence at betaband during stage 2 in EEG-BB combination, but lower coherence at beta-band during stage 2 in EEG-DT combination. Though synkinetic stroke patients exhibited larger scale of abduction with shoulder joint and larger scale of DT muscles than separate stroke patients, we found there was no correlation between the FCMC and the EMG power spectral. We infer that various neurophysiological differences, the differences between BB and DT muscles, and motor performance, could be the influence factors on the FCMC.
Distinction between synkinesis and separation following stroke
Stroke patients, after rehabilitation for several weeks, will step into a new stage-synkinetic movement (P et al., 2011) . In this stage, patients often do action with many sets of joints and muscles, while little voluntary movement with single joint (Lan, 2017) . Two specific motor patterns with many sets of joints often appeared in this stage: flexor pattern in upper limb and extensor pattern in lower limb (Brunnstrom, 1970; Twitchell, 1951) . After the synkinetic phase, stroke patients will meet another phase named separation. Unlike to the synkinetic phase, stroke patients can carry out pieces of movements with independent joint and muscle. In this study, the designed movement was "uplift the affected hand to reach the ipslateral ear", which is a typical movement in STM test to identify the recovery phase between the synkinesis and separation for stroke patients. During the movement of uplifting the arm, controls made a standard action that the BB muscle contracted largely and the DT muscle contracted a little. As a result, the elbow angle was in a reasonable range and the EMG signal in BB muscle was large, while a little for elbow angle and EMG signal in DT muscle. However, for stroke patients, especially for stroke patients with synkinesis, large scale of shoulder abduction appeared accompanied with the elbow flexion. Though the elbow angle was in a reasonable range, the EMG signal in BB muscle was lower and that in DT muscle was larger than those for controls. All these indicated a strong coupling was between the elbow flexion and shoulder abduction (Sukal et al., 2007) . Similar results are also found in the study of the coupling analysis between the shoulder and hand movements (Lan, 2017) and stroke patients need the abduction with shoulder joint to compensate the insufficient of flexion with elbow joint in upper limb movement.
In our study, the functional coupling for stroke patients was reduced compared to that for healthy controls in EEG-BB combination under both stage 1 and stage 2. The possible mechanism will be discussed in the next Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Additionally, we found that synkinetic patients had higher coupling than separate patients and healthy controls in EEG-DT combination under stage 2. Although the EMG power spectral in DT muscle was highest for synkinetic patients, there was no statistical correlation between the functional coupling and the EMG power spectral. This means that the increased coupling for synkinesis is not derived from the enhancement of the EMG power spectral. Previous study pointed out that the expression of flexion synergy resulted from increased shared neural drive to the shoulder abductor and wrist/finger flexors (Lan, 2017) . Hence, we can infer that this abnormally increased coupling may spring from the "flexion synergy". The overlap of shoulder and elbow joint representations at the cortical cortex leads to the coupling difference between the EEG-BB and EEG-DT combinations. Fig. 9 . The relationship between the FCMC and the STM test for stroke patients. We performed person correlation analysis between the significant area A coh values and the STM test under stage 1 and stage 2 in EEG-BB and EEG-DT combinations, respectively. There were strong positive correlations between the A coh values and the STM test for all cases (r > 0.7, p < 0.01).
When stroke subjects with synkinesis perform a steady-state task, partial function of the cortical cortex controlling on the elbow flexion may add on the shoulder abduction, which makes more efferent information act on the shoulder joint and DT muscle to execute the abduction movement. As a result, the coupling for synkinesis was higher than that for separation even control. On the contrary, for separate stroke patients, the controls from the elbow representation may be decreased due to the relative independence between the shoulder and elbow joint, so the coupling was lower than that for synkinesis. However, separate stroke patients had higher coupling in the EEG-DT combination under stage 1. Similar to synkinetic stroke patients, separate stroke patients also showed that abnormal coupling in EEG-DT combination did not result from the EMG power spectral due to nothing between the FCMC and the EMG power spectral. Long-term poor movement, we also can infer, need for dynamic force output, though the separate stroke patients can control the elbow movement independently in a certain extent. For synkinetic stroke patients, the ability of integration information is weak to bring forth the gamma oscillation in EEG-DT combination although they get even poorer movement. To make a long story short, though stroke patients need integrate more information for shoulder abduction to compensate for the loss of elbow flexion, the compensatory mechanism may be difference. Stroke patients with synkinesis exhibited higher coupling at beta-band in EEG-DT combination due to partial elbow representation in cerebral cortex on the shoulder, while patients with separation showed higher coupling at gamma-band in EEG-DT combination due to the integration of more information in sensorimotor system.
Absent corticomuscular coupling at gamma-band in stroke patients
The task in the stage 1 was to slowly lift their hands up to the chest within 3 s according to the tip with speed at 15°/s, which was a process of dynamic force output. In previous literatures, gamma-band oscillations were verified to relate with dynamic force output Mehrkanoon et al., 2014; Muthukumaraswamy, 2011; Omlor et al., 2007) , which promotes functional integration of neural information (Herrmann et al., 2004; Miltner et al., 1999) . In our study, healthy controls exhibited significant coherence at gamma-band in EEG-BB combination during stage 1. However, for stroke patients, there was reduced even none gamma-range coherence in EEG-BB combination. This was consistent with Y. Fang's research ) that lower corticomuscular coherence for stroke patients was at lower gamma-band compared to controls. Similar results were also revealed in deafferented patients (Patino et al., 2008) and Parkinson patients (Grosse et al., 2002) .
These changes may derive from a host of reasons. Omlor et al. (2007) pointed out the higher attention modulates the dynamic force output. The similar conclusion was also found in Bauer et al. (2006) that spatial tactile attention increased the gamma-band activity. All these researches provide some evidences in the dynamic force output associated to cognitions. Additionally, several researches pointed out that the proprioceptive feedback is obligatory for the generation of gamma-range coupling during dynamic force output (Cheyne et al., 2008; Omlor et al., 2007; Tecchio et al., 2008) . Cortical gamma coherence was absent for non-perceived stimuli applied to one hand (Meador et al., 2002) . These researches suggest that gamma-band coupling plays an important role in the tasks linked to somatosensory. The stage 1 with dynamic forces output in our task is complex because it requires lifting the arm at a constant speed and maintaining the movement in space, using proprioception, audio-visual feedback and space perception. During dynamic force output, the sensorimotor system resonates at gamma-range to integrate the visual and proprioceptive information to produce the appropriate motor command . However, For stroke patients, brain lesion, to a certain extent, has an influence on the motor function (Rathore et al., 2002) , then prolonged immobility may evoke degeneration of cognitive function (de Haan et al., 2006) , atrophy of sensorimotor cortex (Hoane et al., 1998) . All these changes maybe result in the FCMC decrease or absence at gamma-band.
Decreased corticomuscular coupling at beta-band in stroke patients
Compared to stage 1, the task in the stage 2 was to maintain static state up to the chest for 3 s, which was a process of static force output. In stage 2, the FCMC was significant at beta-band in EEG-BB combination for heathy controls, which is accorded with the prior literatures that the beta oscillations of EEG travel between sensorimotor cortex and corresponding muscle (Baker et al., 1997; Conway et al., 1995; Groß et al., 2000; Halliday et al., 1998; Mehrkanoon et al., 2014; Salenius et al., 1997) . These results have shown that beta-rhythm mainly roots in primary motor cortex (Muthukumaraswamy and Johnson, 2004) and the oscillations in beta-band are associated with controlling and maintaining steady-state force. Some researches pointed out that the efferent motor information is sufficient to generate beta-band coupling (Mendezbalbuena et al., 2012; Witte et al., 2007) . The similar conclusion was identified by Gerloff et al. (2006) in the research on patients with early brain lesions.
Unlike to the results in healthy controls, stroke patients with synkinesis also had significant lower corticomuscular coherence at betaband than stroke patients with separation and healthy controls in EEG-BB combinations, which is consistent with previous studies that reported significantly lower corticomuscular coupling for the affected hand Mima et al., 2001; von Carlowitz-Ghori et al., 2014) . Several factors may contribute to these results. Reduced neural activity after brain injury and weak cortical-spinal synaptic connections might influence corticomuscular coupling (Meng et al., 2009) . However, other reports have pointed out that some patients with excellent recovery have higher coherence than healthy controls (Braun et al., 2007; Graziadio et al., 2012) . In their opinion, the compensatory increase of FCMC possibly contributes to reinstate connectivity after stroke. These differences may reflect the damage to the interactive connection between the brain and the muscles in the sensory-motor systems due to structural lesioning of the cerebral cortex, which may disrupt coordination, feedback, and information transmission. Therefore, it is more likely that multifarious parameters could lead to the diverse results.
Mechanism of motor performance effect on FCMC
The present study explored the correlation between the FCMC and motor performance in different conditions. As Section 3.4.1 was shown, the FCMC is related to the motor performance, which is consistent with previous literatures (Chen et al., 2013) . Of course, some researches on FCMC hold different views (Divekar, 2013; Yang et al., 2009) . In addition, we found that most separate stroke patients with higher A coh values performed 'good' motor performance, and most synkinetic patients with lower A coh values performed 'bad' motor performance. In other words, our results showed that better performance was associated with higher corticomuscular coupling. This conclusion was also in line with several previous studies Witte et al., 2007) , while others presented the opposite conclusions that there was an inverse relationship between corticomuscular coupling and motor performance (Divekar, 2013; Yang et al., 2009) . The similar result also occurred in our study. Example for shoulder joint under stage 1, separate stroke patients with higher A coh values performed 'bad' motor performance, while synkinetic stroke patients with lower A coh values performed 'good' one. This was quite the opposite. One obvious reason may be due to the nature of the performed task, dynamic or static. Although two opposite results were found in our study, we tend to the conclusion that better performance contributed to higher corticomuscular coupling.
In fact, multi-aspect factors may contribute to the above results. Most researchers consider that higher corticomuscular interaction comes from high attention demands towards the motor task (Jantzen et al., 2001; Kristeva-Feige et al., 2002; Murthy and Fetz, 1996) . In our study, although we believe that the synkinetic patients performing the task must be assessed with more attentions, it is hard to pay high attentions on performing the task due to the brain lesion. In contrast, it is easier for separate stroke patients and less but high attentions could be put into this task. Additionally, perceived difficulty may be a possible factor directly related to corticomuscular coupling, which is found by Divekar and John (2013) . In this study, the execution of the task mainly replies on the flexion of the elbow joint, and to a certain extent, it is in the scope of separation. It is more difficult to perform this task for synkinetic patients than separate ones. Therefore, we hypothesize that stroke patients, especially for synkinetic patients, may overburden to finish this movement within their power, and this could induce instability in motor performance as a compensatory measure. In additionally, for stroke patients with long-term dysfunction, the brain cortex need relearn to master the motor skill (Hardwick et al., 2017) . Therefore, motor instability not only can increase the proliferation of cortical activation (Ruffino et al., 2017) , but also may decrease the brain function of the efferent control to muscles. For separate stroke patients, long-term exercise makes them have the ability to finish the task with better performance. The cortical cortex is activated in specific area to control the movement of the muscles correspondingly. As a result, it shows us that synkinetic stroke patients have stronger corticomuscular coupling than that for separate ones.
